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COMDAIN INFRASTRUCTURE SECURES
5-YEAR OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE CONTRACT EXTENSION
Comdain Infrastructure announced today a significant contract extension with Victorian gas distributer and
long-term partner Multinet Gas. The contract extends Comdain’s existing preferred service provider position in
Victoria’s Southern region to now oversee all operation and maintenance services for the entire Multinet Gas
network.
Encompassing both Northern and Southern regions of Victoria, the contract extension has an estimated value
of over $300m across a 5 year period and will commence 1 July 2017.
The announcement now sees Comdain providing asset management services to two-thirds of Victoria’s gas
distribution network.
“Comdain is committed to partnering with Multinet Gas. We will continue to nurture a collaborative approach
by providing cost transparency and optimal engineering and asset management services.” said Comdain CEO
Peter Coen.
High perfomance and a conitinual commitment to innovation and safety by Comdain Infastructure has proven
to be a strong value proposition for Multinet Gas.
“Multinet Gas and Comdain have a history of working well together and we are pleased to continue providing
our customers with the high level of service they have come to expect from us.” Ross Musgrove, General
Manager – Service Delivery UEMG”
Comdain’s responsibilities include; construction design, connecting new customers and upgrading the network
as necessary, metering replacement programs, pipeline patrol, planned and unplanned maintenance for over
160km of transmission pressure pipelines and 9,800km of distribution mains to residential, commercial and
industrial customers.
This is an important milestone for the partnership which is sure to yield great benefits for the Multinet Gas
distribution service and customers.
For further information please contact Grace Bovalino, Marketing Manager on (03) 8405 0000.
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About Comdain Infrastructure
Established in 1962, Comdain Infrastructure is a dynamic organisation with an enviable reputation for being a leading infrastructure
construction and maintenance services business specialising in the gas, irrigation and water sectors.
Comdain is one of the leading gas asset maintenance and construction contractors in Australia with a strong focus on continuous
improvement delivering lower total cost of ownership for the benefit of all stakeholders including asset owners, managers and end
customers. We develop long term relationships with our clients for maintenance and deliver of energy network infrastructure. We have
a strong presence across Australia’s eastern sea board, delivering over $500m of infrastructure for both the private and government
sectors over the last 3 years.
We are deliberately focused on having end-to-end capability in our areas of expertise. Our capability is demonstrated by our track
record of achievement and it is underpinned by our commitment to complete the job regardless of what it takes. Robust management
systems and processes exist to support our quality people who take full responsibility for their actions and pride in a job well done.
For more information about our capabilities across the gas, irrigation and water sectors, please visit us at:
www.comdaininfrastructure.com.au
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